ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of sequential motifs in proteins and genes is increasingly important (Parida, 2007) . Such motifs usually correspond to residues conserved during evolution by some significant structural or functional role. In protein sequences, there exists the phenomenon of compensation mutations. For instance, if a single amino acid in one position mutates, then its biological function may change. To retain the biological function, when an amino acid in one position mutates, an amino acid in another (accompanying) position may also mutate. The existence * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
of compensation mutations makes motif discovery even more complicated.
Taking mutations into account, we need consider two factors for computing the motif importance: (i) the similarity within each position, and (ii) the correlation among different positions. Most sequential motif discovery models (Apostolico et al., 2005; Apostolico and Parida, 2004; Bailey and Elkan, 1994; Brazma et al., 1998; Califano, 2000; Gao et al., 1999; Grundy et al., 1997; Halperin et al., 2003; Han and Pei, 2000; Hertz and Stormo, 1995; Hughey and Krogh, 1996; Keich and Pevzner, 2002; Kim et al., 2006; Lawrence et al., 1993; Neuwald et al., 1998; Nevill-Manning et al., 1998; Parida et al., 2000; Pevzner and Sze, 2000; Rajasekaran et al., 2005; Rigoutsos and Floratos, 1998; Singh et al., 1998; Stormo et al., 2000; Zaki et al., 2001) only consider the first factor. The exclusion of the second factor may leave many important motifs undiscovered.
In recent years, (Song et al., 2006) proposed a novel measure [Aggregated Related Column Score (ARCS)] which incorporated both factors. The article demonstrated that ARCS measure is superior to previous measures. This means that the measure which uses correlations among positions is better able to capture biologically important motif. In addition, (Hannenhalli and Wang, 2005) and (Barash et al., 2003) also proposed models which use correlation among different positions in a motif. In this article, we will focus on how to find motifs which take correlation into account. Without loss of generality, we select ARCS as a measurement for the importance of a motif. The computational method in this article can also be applied to other measurements.
Although the ARCS measure better captures the motif importance, there are two difficulties with applying it to motif discovery. First, ARCS measure is designed for aligned sequences. However, most global alignment methods (Notredame et al., 2000) can align function domains together in <50% of PROSITE families. In many cases, a function domain may reside in different portions of proteins within the same family. For instance, the same function domain may reside at the beginning of one protein and at the end of another. Thus, we need extend the ARCS measure to general sequential motif discovery from unaligned sequences. Second, after adding the correlation among positions into the picture, there are more degrees of freedom in the search space. If the similarity within a position is not high, we may still find a motif if its positions are highly correlated.
In this article, we propose the ARCS motif model. Then, we develop the ARCS-Motif (Fast ARCS Motif Discovery) method to efficiently find motifs with high ARCS values in protein sequences.
Currently, we do not apply this model to DNA sequences because their alphabet size is too small. With an alphabet size of four, many more positions become correlated by chance. Hence correlation will be a less useful measure. ARCS-Motif identifies short seed motifs and grows the seeds to include more positions. However, two challenges still remain: (i) how to quickly identify the seed motifs with high ARCS values, and (ii) how to grow the seeds efficiently.
Fortunately, there are a limited number of short segments. In protein sequences, there are 20 elements in the alphabet. Thus, the number of distinct short segments is quite small, e.g. 64 million distinct short segments with six symbols. These short segments can be partitioned into groups where segments within a group may yield high ARCS values, e.g. aligning segments ABB and CDD may yield higher ARCS value than that of ABB with CBD. Based on this observation, we devise a similarity measure among segments so that a set of segments yielding higher ARCS values are defined to be more similar to each other. The short segments can be partitioned into a number of clusters by the similarity measure. Segments from the same cluster may serve as a seed motif.
In the second phase of our algorithm, we grow short motifs to longer ones by including more positions. When appending a position p j , we need compute correlations 2|N(i)| times. To reduce time complexity, we identify the transitivity property. We choose a position p i as the pivot. We only compute correlation between p i and p j ; the correlation between p j and other positions can be inferred from the calculated correlations via the transitivity property.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Some of related work is briefly surveyed in Section 2. Section 3 present the ARCS motif model and algorithms. Empirical studies are presented in Section 4.
RELATED WORK
There are many pattern discovery and motif finding algorithms for biological sequences. They aim to avoid exhaustive search while guarantee completeness by starting with a much smaller set of seeds and extending them. In Keich and Pevzner (2002) , the authors proposed the MULTIPROFILER algorithm. It utilizes multiprofiles which generalize the notion of a profile used to detect subtle motifs that might escape detection by the standard profiles. However, they cannot be easily adapted to identify the motif model we proposed.
Another approach to sequential pattern mining is the Gibbs sampler (Lawrence et al., 1993) , which used a randomized hillclimbing algorithm to approach a locally optimal solution of un-gapped alignments. In each iteration, a sequence is randomly selected and aligned according to the maximal alignment score. In general, any sequence alignment heuristic (e.g. a conserved region discovery score) may be used in this method. MEME (Bailey and Elkan, 1994) was developed based on Gibbs sampler. However, these methods still cannot address the issue of finding motifs where positions are correlated.
METHOD
To discover motifs with higher ARCS values, the amount of calculation greatly increased. We introduce the heuristic algorithm ARCS-Motif for ARCS motif discovery. ARCS-Motif consists of two steps: (i) generating short seeds via clustering, and (ii) growing short seeds to longer motifs.
Preliminaries
In this subsection, we introduce the definition of ARCS motif.
The LOGOS (Schneider and Stephens, 1990) value is used to represent the similarity of symbols within the same column. Definition 1. For any column i in a matrix M, the LOGOS value is defined as LOGOS(i) = H Max −H(i). This value tries to quantify the ordered information available in the i-th column of any matrix. H(i) represents the disorder degree of the i-th column. It is defined as
where F ie is the frequency of symbol e in column i, that is, F ie = c ie /n. Moreover, c ie is the observed count for value e in column i; c ie = 
The functional dependency (FD) from column i to column j is defined as,
is the information dependency measure of column j given the information of column i, that is,
where N(i) is the set of neighboring columns of column i. In the article, we define a neighborhood size N =|N(i)|. N is usually a small integer. Column j belongs to set N(i) if |j −i|≤(N −1)/2. More details about ARCS measure can be found in (Song et al., 2006) . The ARCS value for matrix M is defined as,
where M L is the number of columns.
In some cases, a motif may have multiple occurrences in a given biological sequence. To simplify the problem, we aim to find one nongapped occurrence of the motif in each sequence. Our method can be generalized to discover multiple (possibly gapped) occurrences of a motif in a sequence for future work.
Definition 3. A sequence set S is a set of sequences, S ={s 1 ,s 2 ,...,s m }. We define s i (x,y) as the subsequence of s i from position x to y. Let |S| be the size of S, i.e. |S|=m. Given sequence set S, a set of segments P = {s
The second condition requires that each occurrence be within the sequence.
Let P D be the number of segments in motif P, and P L be the length of each segment. Therefore, we can convert motif P to a P L ×P D matrix M P , where
Definition 4. The ARCS value of a motif P is defined as ARCS(M P ). Given thresholds T and quorum R, we define P as an ARCS motif if P D ≥ R and ARCS(M P ) ≥ T .
In the remaining sections, the definition of a position (i) of motif P is equal to the corresponding column (i) of matrix M P .
Problem statement: Given a sequence set, threshold T , quorum R, the problem of ARCS motif discovery is to find ARCS motifs satisfying the requirements.
Seed initialization
In previous motif searching methods, since no correlation information is considered, it is rather straightforward to generate seeds. We can select short motifs with high frequency as effective seeds. However, in our model, we need consider correlation needs. Segments with less frequency may also yield high ARCS value. To balance correlation and frequency, we cluster segments that may yield high ARCS values.
Sequence similarity measure
In any clustering method, the similarity/dissimilarity measure is essential. Given two sequences a, b, |a|=|b| and neighborhood size N, we define the dissimilarity between a and b to be
, where D L and D F represent the similarity within each column and the correlation between columns.
We define d(x,y) as the dissimilarity between two symbols x and y:
is the dissimilarity between two sequences of the same length. We
. D L relates to LOGOS as both of them focus on the similarity within the same column/position. D F (a,b) represents another type of difference between a and b. Considering the FD from position i to position j, there are four scenarios:
In the first three cases, the FD is perfect. Only in the last case is the FD low. Thus when considering the FD, D F (a,b) is essentially the number of occurences of the fourth case. Formally,
Segment clustering
In this subsection, we present the algorithm for clustering small segments into seeds. The main idea is to first find all segments of length l from the sequence set and then cluster these segments based on the similarity measure defined above. Segments from the same cluster are selected as seeds for the growing phase.
Given a sequence s = s[1]s[2]...s[n]
and parameter l, the segments set generated from s is
There are many ways to set the value of l. In the domain of biological sequences, seed segments of three symbol are commonly used for protein sequences, e.g. in BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) . Thus, we set l to three in our method. Given a sequence set S ={s 1 ,s 2 ,...,s n }, the segment set generated from S is:
After we generate the segment set from the sequence set, we group these segments into a prefixed number of clusters. Since the number of clusters may be difficult to determine, we use an improved version of the K-means clustering algorithm. At the beginning, we choose a large k 0 . The algorithms proceeds in iterations. In the i-th iteration, we start with k i−1 centroids from the previous iteration. Then we assign each segment to the closest centroid. Next, we recompute the new set of k i−1 centroids. If some cluster has fewer than τ segments, we remove the cluster. At the end of the i+1th iteration, we have k i clusters and k i centroids. The procedure repeats until the centroids do not change from one iteration to another. In this method, there are two parameters: k 0 and τ . In an ideal scenario, a cluster contains one seed and the seed may contain one segment from each sequence. Thus, we choose k 0 to be the average length of the input sequences and τ to be the input quorum R.
Seeds selection
A seed consists of a set of short segments of length three. None of the segments in the same seed are from the same sequence. After we group segments into different clusters, we randomly select sets of segments from the same cluster as seeds.
If a sequence s i has a segment in cluster C, then we say that C covers s i . At most one segment from a sequence is selected into the seed. For each sequence s in the sequence covered by C, if there exist j segments {sg 1 ,sg 2 ,...,sg j } in the cluster from sequence s, the probability of sg x being selected is:
This ensures that segments closer to the centroid have higher probability of being selected. After we process all the sequences, if the number of segments in the seed is no less than quorum R and the ARCS value of the seed is above threshold T , the seed is effective. We show the seed selection algorithm below.
Algorithm 1 Seeds Selection
Input: Cluster C, Sequence set S, quorum R, threshold T . Output: A Seed SD. 
Growing procedure
After a set of seeds are obtained, they are expanded to longer motifs via a growing algorithm. We first introduce the basic strategy, and then provide two optimization methods.
Basic strategy
The basic strategy is to grow one column at a time to each side of segments in the seed. Each time, the ARCS value of the (new) candidate motif is computed. If the ARCS value of the new motif with one more column is still higher than the threshold T , we continue growing. Otherwise, some segment in the candidate motif would be removed in a greedy manner to increase the ARCS value of the resulting candidate motif.
For a candidate motif P, ARCS(P) < T , let us suppose that the segments contained in P are sg 1 ,sg 2 ,...,sg P D , we first calculate the ARCS values for the P D motifs with one segment absent, i.e. we compute motifs P −{sg 1 },P − {sg 2 },...,P −{sg P D }. Then, we sort the segments according to the decreasing order of the value of ARCS(P −{sg i }). Next, the segments are removed one by one according to the sorted order, until either ARCS value of the resulting motif is higher than threshold T or P D is less than quorum R. If the ARCS value of the resulting motif is higher than T while P D is still greater than quorum R, we stop deleting segments, and continue to grow the column on the new motif. Otherwise, if P D is less than quorum R, and P L > L, we stop the growing phase of P D and output the motif before P, i.e. the motif with one column less than P.
In the case when some segment in the motif reaches the end of the sequence, we simply remove the segment from the motif and continue to grow the motif if P D ≥ R. The pseudo code of the grow algorithm is shown as follows in Algorithm 2.
Although ARCS-Motif adopts a greedy approach, the method is very likely to find the real motif in a sequence set. If a motif of length L occurs in the
Algorithm 2 Grow Algorithm
Input: A Seed SD, Sequence set S, quorum R, threshold T , L. Output: Motif P.
Add one column on P.
4:
if segment sg i reaches the end of sequence then 5:
while ARCS(P) < T do 8:
delete segments from P in the order of ARCS(P −sg)
9:
end while 10: end while
RETURN P 13: end if sequence set frequently, the clustering algorithm will be able to identify all the L −2 clusters related to its L −2 submotifs of length three. However, there may exist other clusters in the sequence set other than these L −2 ones. Let us suppose that there are K clusters in the sequence set, then the probability of a seed to be in the right cluster is (L −2)/K. Furthermore, the growing procedure will not remove any segment within the motif because that would decrease its ARCS value. Therefore, the only possible place where we may lose the motif is in the seed selection phase. When there exists another segment s in the same sequence as a segment s in the motif, and s being closer to the cluster centroid than s, then it is possible for ARCS-Motif to select s instead of s as a seed. Let us suppose that the possibility of missing the right segment in one sequence is p, p being a small number depending on the sequence set S, then the possibility of a seed to converge to the right motif is:
That is, if the seed is in the right cluster, as long as at least R segments can be selected correctly in it, the seed is very likely to grow into the right motif.
Optimization
The basic strategy is direct. However, each time we have to recalculate the ARCS value of the new motif and that of any possible motif with one segment absent. This may be an inefficient process. In this section, we present two optimization methods to accelerate the basic algorithm. The first method is based on the transitivity property. The second method takes advantage of the clustering results in the seed selection phase.
Transitivity property
When we grow one more column, we compute the FD value between the new column and its neighboring N −1 columns. Fortunately, we can use transitivity property to reduce the calculation of FD values.
Property 1. The transitivity property is that, given three columns C1, C2, C3:
(1) if FD(C1,C2) = α and FD(C2,C3) = 1, then FD(C1,C3) ≥ α.
(2) if FD(C1,C2) = 1 and FD(C2,C3) = α, then FD(C1,C3) ≥ α.
Proof. We first prove (1). If FD(A,B) = 1, for any two positions i, j, if When we grow columns from the old motif, as the old motif is a motif with ARCS value no less than T , the FD value within the old motif is high. Therefore, instead of calculating the FD values between all the neighboring columns and the new column, we only calculate the FD value between the new column and the adjacent column, e.g. for any motif P, suppose the right most column is C , after we add column C to P, we use FD(C ,C ) to substitute any FD(C ,C i ), and FD(C ,C ) to FD(C i ,C ), where C i is a neighboring column of C in the new motif. The substitution provides a lower bound estimation of the ARCS value of the new motif. The real ARCS value is refreshed in the process of segment removal, when this value is lower than threshold T .
Although we use transitivity property to approximate the real ARCS value, we are unlikely to lose any legitimate motif due to this approximation. This is because that the real ARCS value will be retrieved before any position is removed from the motif.
Segment removal
When ARCS value of the new motif is lower than threshold T , we remove the segments via a greedy algorithm. If there are totally m segments in the motif, and p segments are removed before the algorithm stops, the ARCS value of the whole motif will be calculated for at least m+p times. In order to reduce calculation, we take advantage of the information from the clustering algorithm for segment removal.
In the Section 3.2, we group segments of length three into different clusters. Each segment should be a part of some cluster. When a column is appended to the old motif, if the ARCS value of the new motif is lower than the threshold, we need decide which sequences to remove. For each sequence in the new candidate motif, we extract the rightmost segment with length three. That is, each segment should contain one position in the new column. We define those segments of length three as growing seed segments.
The clustering results generated in the seed generation phase are used here. Supposed CL is the cluster which contains most of the growing seed segments. We sort all the sequences by the dissimilarity between the centroid of CL (cen(CL)) and the growing seed segments.
We remove the sequences in the following manner. If the dissimilarity between cen(CL) and the corresponding segment is the largest, it would be removed first. This removal procedure is also done in a greedy style. We stop removing sequences when the ARCS value of the motif is higher than the threshold, or the resulting motif has too few sequences. As a result, we would compute the ARCS values of p motifs instead of m+p motifs, which improves the efficiency.
RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the accuracy and the efficiency of the ARCS-Motif method. To better understand the performance of ARCS-Motif, we apply it to the PROSITE datasets and compare the results with the real protein function sites obtained from (PROSITE, 0000). In addition, five alternative methods, CONSENSUS (Hertz and Stormo, 1995) , Gibbs sampler (Lawrence et al., 1993) , MEME (Bailey and Elkan, 1994) , SPLASH (Califano, 2000) and DIALIGN-TX (Subramanian et al., 2008) are also applied to the same dataset. DIALIGN-TX is a multiple sequence local alignment method. When applying this method, we first algin sequences via DIALIGN-TX and then find the segment with highest ARCS value on the aligned sequences. Thus, DIALIGN-TX serves as a motif-discovery algorithm which takes correlations into account. To perform the tests fairly, it is assumed that the motif length is known for all six methods. All six methods are used for discovering motifs without gaps.
Parameters
There are five parameters for the ARCS-Motif method. We set the minimum ARCS value to 1.0, the minimum sequence percentage to 0.4, the neighborhood size to 5 and the length of motif to the same value as that for MEME, Gibbs, CONSENSUS, SPLASH and DIALIGN-TX. We set the length of motif to the length of real sites for each method. Finally we try to discover 5 and 20 motifs from each family using each method.
Accuracy
Four hundred families of proteins are randomly chosen from the PROSITE database. We measure the accuracy by comparing the predicted sites with the real sites of each family of proteins. We consider real sites to be the correct motif. The edit distance between the predicted sites and the real sites is defined as the average edit distance between the motif in the predicted sites (ARCS-Motif) and the correct motif in the real sites in each sequence within the same family. Two motifs are considered more similar with smaller edit distance. We aim to discover 5 and 20 motifs from each family. The minimum edit distance from the discovered motifs to the correct motif is used to assess how good the discovered motifs are. Table 1 shows on average, the minimum edit distance of the discovered motifs to the correct patten for each family. It is clearly that ARCSMotif can produce the most similar motifs regardless on how many motifs are extracted from each family. On average, ARCS-Motif is able to produce motifs which are at least 10% better than the best of the alternative methods. The low quality of ARCS on aligned sequences is due to the fact that the motif may occur in different portions of sequences. In one sequence, the motif may be located at the beginning while it located at the end of another sequence. A motif in this sort of case cannot be discovered at all.
Besides, the average edit distance of discovered motifs to the correct motif for each family is computed and shown in Table 2 . The results are similar to the minimum edit distance, which demonstrate that the ARCS-Motif method can produce better motifs (which is more similar to the correct motifs). Figure 1 shows among the six competing methods, ARCS-Motif, MEME, CONSENSUS, Gibbs sampler, SPLASH and DIALIGN-TX, which method can produce motifs most similar to the correct motifs. Figure 1a shows that among 400 families when considering the top five motifs, ARCS-Motif produces the best motifs for about 200 families according to the minimum and average edit distance measures, which is much better than any of the other methods. We also analyze the errors of the ARCS-Motif method. Figure 2 shows that the error distribution of the motifs discovered by ARCS-Motif. For most families, the motifs discovered by ARCS-Motif have below a 50% error rate.
In the above tests, we only concentrate on discovering motifs from clean data. Now we analyze the accuracy of these methods on noisy data. Two families of proteins are combined into one family. The six methods are applied to this new dataset. The discovered motifs are then compared to both correct motifs. Table 3 shows the average of the minimum edit distance to the two correct motifs from discovered motifs under the condition that each method discovers five motifs. It is obvious that the ARCS-Motif method can discover motifs better representing the corrected motifs. Figure 3 shows part of the sequences on PS00140. The highlighted region is part of an ARCS motif. 
Efficiency
Besides the accuracy, we also compare the efficiency of ARCSMotif with the other methods based on two factors: the number of sequences and the average length of a sequence. Figure 4 shows the execution time of all the methods. In Figure 4a , we fix the average sequence length and vary the number of sequences, while in Figure 4b , the number of sequences is fixed and the average sequence length varies. Comparing with MEME, Gibbs sampling, CONSENSUS and DIALIGN-TX, ARCS-Motif can produce the results much faster, and in addition, its execution time grows at a slower rate with respect to the number of sequences and the average sequence length. On the other hand, the execution time of SPLASH is shorter than that of ARCS-Motif because SPLASH is used to find simple sequential patterns. However, the accuracy of SPLASH is much lower than that of ARCS-Motif. As a result, the ARCS-Motif method is the best choice for finding correlated patterns within a reasonable time.
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